
Unified Integration Experience, 
Designed to Expand Acumatica

Acumatica’s partnership with Vertify allows users to leverage customizable 
integrations and get advanced functionality through AcuSync

POWERED BY

Configurable Integrations

No developer time or need for 
backend coding; Vertify allows you 
to maintain and upgrade 
integrations without technical 
support.

Connect to Anything 

AcuSync extends Acumatica’s 
ability to connect to other 
commercially available systems, 
including CRMs, eCommerce, 
marketing automation, 
project/resource management, 
human resources/payroll, and even 
other ERPs.

Embedded Solution

AcuSync runs entirely within 
Acumatica; no additional software 
or hosting required.

Visibility and Health Monitoring

Ultimate visibility with pre-built 
dashboards that identify how 
integrations are running and what  
needs special attention. 
Dashboards can be customized 
and easily integrated into existing 
Acumatica dashboards and generic 
inquiries.

Scale and Grow with Your 
Business

AcuSync is designed to work with 
the Vertify platform when your 
integration needs grow. This 
provides additional performance 
and integrating systems outside of 
Acumatica while still providing a 
unified user experience.

Supported Versions

2018 R2 & 2019 R1/R2

AcuSync, powered by Vertify, offers...

Contact Sales@eis.consulting to purchase
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INTEGRATION DASHBOARD
- Real-time data and reporting -

- Ensure integrations are running optimally -

- Easily identify and correct issues -

ADVANCED MAPPING
- Use translations to automatically convert values between systems, including key values of records -

- Control how and when each data field is updated -

ERROR MANAGEMENT
- Easily identify integration errors and take appropriate action -

- Quarantine errors and allow unaffected records to integrate successfully -

- Automatically retry and resolve errors -

LIMITLESS CONNECTIONS
- Using the Vertify integration, seamlessly connect and map Acumatica to other commercial systems -

- Universal data providers allow for integrations with databases, files, and API standards -

DETAILED LOGGING
- Record and field-level auditing of any change that occurs on integrated data -

SAMPLE SET OF DATA PROVIDERS THAT WE CAN INTEGRATE WITH
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